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Abstract—An adaptive, convex linear combination of the outputs
of a standard least mean square (LMS) equalizer and a sigmoidal
equalizer is proposed. This procedure results in improving the
speed of the LMS equalizer while retaining the low steady-state
error of the sigmoidal filter. Appropriate adaption schemes for
both of the filters and for the combination parameters are es-
tablished. Simulations of practical communication applications
demonstrate the effectiveness of this adaptive combination.

Index Terms—Adaptive, equalization, least mean square, lo-
gistic, nonlinear.

I. INTRODUCTION

EQUALIZATION is a fundamental component of modern
telecommunication links. Many excellent textbooks de-

scribe the necessity and development of modern equalizers [1],
[2]. Notably, Widrow and Hoff’s least mean square (LMS) al-
gorithm has been pervasively used in adaptive signal processing
applications, including equalization, since its formulation four
decades ago [3]. This is due not only to its simple computational
requirements, but also to its effective compromise between
tracking capabilities and residual error. In particular, LMS
equalizers offer a good balance between convergence/tracking
capabilities and stationary bit error rate (BER) performance.

Nevertheless, it can be argued that minimizing the power
of the difference between transmitted symbol or decision
(during supervised and decision directed modes, respectively)
and the practical value is not the best mechanism that can be
used to keep the steady-state BER as low as possible. This is
a direct consequence of minimizing an approximate measure
of BER, that is, an instantaneous estimate of the average
quadratic error. This is well known in the statistics literature, in
which a logistic (sigmoidal) output nonlinearity is frequently
used to achieve better decision performance since, for class
labels 1 in the binary case, the error to be minimized is

, where is the weight vector and is the
data vector, and this difference is nearer to the decision error
than . However, the presence of the function
introduces a factor in the expression of the
error gradient, and, consequently, training is slower because the
adaption speed is reduced when approaches 1. This
creates convergence difficulties in on-line applications, such as
equalization schemes.
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Thus, an interesting approach is to try a combination of
both structures in order to improve the tradeoff between speed
and steady-state BER. An analogous goal has been previously
pursued in similar applications by combining cost functions
[4]–[6], but here we proceed in a different manner. We adopt
the idea of using model mixtures as proposed in [7] and [8],
but using a very fast adaptive convex linear combination of
both models: this means that the combined equalizer reduces
to one of its components when doing so is adequate for the
situation (steady state leads to the sigmoidal scheme, a fast
change leads to the linear equalizer), and the combination
parameter is adapted to an appropriate value for intermediate
cases. Thus, this is an adequate form for the work of the pro-
posed combination. The convex character of the combination
avoids the possibility of divergence if the combined schemes
are convergent.

II. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

Here, we adopt a scheme that adaptively combines the outputs
of a standard LMS

(1a)

and a logistic function

(1b)

filter, where are the outputs, is the plant coefficients, and
are the inputs. We apply this when the structure is a finite

impulse response (FIR) filter, and also when we desire to use a
decision feedback equalizer (DFE) scheme, in which case are
inputs and previous decision values.

The overall output is

(2)

where is a convex combination parameter. The function of
in (2) is to make extreme values of lead to either a pure LMS
or a pure logistic equalization ( and , respectively).
If we adapt we can go from one extreme to the other to handle,
for example, either abrupt changes or steady-state conditions.

We now discuss how to adapt both plants and during the
decision-directed mode. First, since the LMS filter is the faster
component, it is implemented in its usual form, driven by its
output decision value sign during the decision di-
rected phase, this avoids the effects of the slower convergence of
the sigmoidal filter. The sigmoidal component must be guided
by the overall sign , because the sole application of its
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decision output value sign will introduce unnecessary
convergence delays. Additionally, we adapt this filter as follows:

(3)

where , is the traditional target reduction factor
used when dealing with sigmoidal outputs to avoid the paralysis
effects produced because cannot reach values 1.
Equation (3) is the result of minimizing the square error between

and output , but eliminating factor from the
gradient expression

(4)

This procedure is frequently applied to compensate the speed
decrease that obviously appears when is high, and it is
clearly equivalent to work with an adaptive step .
It is easy to show that this is also equivalent to minimizing the
Kullback–Leibler divergence, and not the square error, as Hop-
field [9] and Hinton [10] have shown in binary cases.

With respect to parameter , it is clear that its adaption must
be faster than those of and . Consequently, we use an
LMS-type algorithm with a (relatively) high step .

If we minimize

(5)

the stationary point is given by

(6)

and this fact creates a practical difficulty for leaving situations
in which , because in these cases is mainly coming from

, that offers bad tracking capabilities, term being not
adequate to increase . Thus, we prefer to use

(7)

where

(8)

and the stationary point is

(9)

that does not create this difficulty. Then

(10)

Formulas (3) and (10), plus the standard LMS for are the
governing equations of our combined equalization scheme.

Fig. 1. BER for 3 and 100 km/h. Solid: LMS at 100 km/h. Dash: combination
at 100 km/h. Dot: LMS at 3 km/h. Dash-dot: combination and logit at 3 km/h.

III. SOME EXPERIMENTS

We consider here a typical Universal Mobile Telecommuni-
cation Service (UMTS) case, with QPSK transmission. Since
we deal with complex symbols, we allow complex values for

each part creating a convex linear combination for the cor-
responding (real, imaginary) part of the outputs, and deciding
separately for each component (by means of the standard hard
decision, applying a sign function). In the simulation examples
that follow, we use the usual “saturation” approximation for the
real function:

sat (11)

which is computationally simpler and does not result in signifi-
cant operational differences.

The results shown here corresponding to a typical UMTS
case. The transmitter produces a linear distortion which is
represented by means of a FIR filtering having coefficients
[1, 0.3, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1]. No phase drift is included. The
transmission is QPSK, with a center frequency of 2.15 GHz
and a rate of 3.84 Msymbols/s. The transmission channel is
channel TU1 (Typical Urban 1) of 3GPP specifications [11].
Doppler effects are simulated according to the specifications
and following Shanmugan’s method [12]. Emitter and receiver
terminal filters are square-root raised cosine designs with
roll-off parameter 0.3. White, zero-mean Gaussian noise is
added at the channel output.

The experiment compares the performance of the combined
equalizer versus the separate LMS and Logistic components.
Both equalizers are 5 5 DFE schemes (five taps for the input
signal plus five taps for the previous decisions). We use
for the logistic equalizer, which is a reasonably high value (to
allow a low residual error), but small enough to avoid local
minima effects when considering pedestrian speeds (3 Km/h)
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Fig. 2. Tracking failure rate. Solid: LMS. Dash: combination. Dot: logit.

in the adopted environment. Selecting provides
a reasonable compromise between BER (very near the attain-
able minimum) and the speed of convergence for this pedestrian
speed. provides an equivalent convergence rate for
the LMS equalizer, since numerical values in the corresponding
gradient expressions become identical. Finally, a relatively high
value is needed for in order to allow an effective adaptive
combination of both equalizers. This value is decomposed into
two (high) values: 0.1 when the magnitude of increases, and
0.01 when it decreases. To select a lower value for the transi-
tion from LMS to logistic components (when decreases) is to
apply a “cautious” policy; the system is more tuned to changes
than to reducing the steady-state error. The algorithm works in
the supervised mode during the first 1000 samples, and then it
is switched to the decision directed mode.

Fig. 1 shows BER versus signal-to-noise ration (SNR) for all
the three equalizers in the above context for speeds of 3 km/h
and 100 km/h. Remember that the convergence speeds are the
same. The advantage of the combined scheme is obvious: at
3 km/h, it works as a logistic equalizer, with a performance im-
provement of around 1 dB. Predictably, this advantage decreases
when the speed increases, because the LMS part tends to be
more dominant. However, even at 100 km/h the combined equal-
izer demonstrate an advantage of approximately 0.5 dB. In com-
parison, the pure logistic equalizer does not track the changes
and yields nearly random decisions (its BER is not shown in the
figure).

To verify the efficacy of the combined equalizer, Fig. 2
shows the tracking failure rates for the three equalizers for

. These rates are measured over 1000 runs of
10 000 symbols under decision-directed conditions. It can be
seen that LMS and the combined schemes have almost nearly
equivalent tracking capabilities, much better than those of the
logistic equalizer.

We also remark that we have verified that the presence of
nonlinearities in the transmitter increases the advantages of the
combined equalizer over pure LMS.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that by applying adequate algorithmic con-
trols it is possible to linearly combine a standard LMS equalizer
and a logistic equalizer in order to obtain the tracking capabil-
ities of the former and the excellent steady-state performance
of the latter. The key is to control the LMS component by
itself, the logistic element with the overall output, and the com-
bination parameter, , quickly enough to avoid being trapped
in local minima. Simulation examples that mimic practical
communication situations demonstrate these advantages.

Furthermore, we note that the idea of using adaptive combina-
tions of adaptive schemes is completely general; we are actively
pursuing the use of such a method in other applications.
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